To Reduce Magnetic Inrush Current by Point Wave Switching Method
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Abstract: At the time of transformer energization, a high current will be drawn by the transformer. This current is mentioned transient inrush current and it may rise to ten times the nominal full load current of transformer during operation. This current can produce mechanical stress to the transformer, causes protection system malfunction and it often affect the power system quality and may disrupt the operation of sensitive electrical loads such as computers and medical equipment connected to the system. Energization transients current reduce by use of point on wave switching at the time transformer is initially connected to supply. In this paper the simulations and the experimental results on a three-phase transformer for reduction of inrush currents. An electronic devices three-phase switching controller has been designed and some thyristors are used for switching power to the transformers. Reduction of magnetic inrush current and the way to control of energization transients currents have become important concerns to the power industry for engineers.
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1. Introduction

When a transformer is energized, then depending on its switching at and high magnetic flux in the transformer core, it may produce a high transient magnetic inrush currents is produce which up to ten cycle times of its rated no-load current. The magnetizing inrush currents in power transformers can cause electromechanical shock on transformer bushings, core and windings, malfunctioning of protection systems fail and create saturation in the core severe power quality reduce problem created in the power transformer. The magnetic inrush currents in transformer may last in about 10 cycles. Energisation magnetic current reduce the performance of a transformer. The design of a device to control in order to provide voltage delay angle controlled switching device to connect the rated voltage to transformer primary circuit at the starting current can be very effective.

The point on wave control is designed to energize the transformer at the optimal point on wave the voltage waveform, and its intention is to reduce transformer transient inrush at the time of energization of starting current. In a transformer circuit the voltage and the current waveform are 90° away apart from each other. Transformer current and flux are normally in phase so angle between current and flux is zero voltage and flux are 90° apart as well as shown in fig:1. Without point on wave switching, magnetic inrush current a transformer may result in core saturation, power quality decrease where, a small increase of flux which leads to a large increase in current as shown in fig:2.

2. Inrush Current

The transient component $\Phi_t$ will be decay according to the circuit time constant ($L/R$) which is constant, the flux transient will through a maximum value of $2\Phi_m$ So this phenomenon called as doubling effect. The corresponding exciting current is be very high as the core gets deep.
saturation region of magnetization ($B_m=2*1.4=2.8T$); which may indeed be as high the normal exciting current, (normal exciting current being 0.05 pu) producing electromagnetic forces 25 times the normal rated current. This is why windings of highly transformer strong braced.

$$\Phi_t=(\Phi_m+\Phi_r)e^{\frac{-r1\pi}{L1}}\Phi_t\cos\omega t$$

At $\omega t=\pi$ from the instant of closing the switch equation becomes

$$\Phi_t=(\Phi_m+\Phi_r)e^{\frac{-r1\pi}{L1}}\Phi_m\cos\pi$$

Usually $\omega L1>>r1$, consequently $e^{\frac{-r1\pi}{L1}}\Phi_m\cos\pi$

\[\omega t=\pi\]

In subsequent half periods $\Phi_t$ gradually decrease till it reduce and the core flux requires the steady-state value. Because of the low time constant of the transformer circuit, distortion effects will be generated of the transient may last several seconds. The transformer switching transient pluses is referred to as the inrush current. The initial core flux is not be zero as assumed above but some residual flux value $\Phi_r$. Because of retentivity, as shown in fig the transient will now be even more severe, resultan to $\Phi_t=\Phi_m+\Phi_r$ and the core flux will now go through the high value of ($2\Phi_m+\Phi_r$) as shown in fig 5.

Figure 3: Magnetic inrush current

3. Circuit Description

An IC TCA785 as a zero crossing detector was used to control the phase shift of the thyristor at the angle between 0 degree to 90 degree. The angle of thyristor is reduce then magnetic inrush current is reduce. The angle of thyristor is depend on magnetic inrush current. The phase angle control, microcontroller, optocoupler, phase detector electronics devices are used to control the magnetic inrush current. The switched dinister diode thyristor devices are capable for switching current pluse. The principal of switched dinister diode thyristor operation are consider powerful control from blocking conducting state. During working of transformer high magnetic inrush current is rapidly and simultaneously filled by an electronic hole plasma.

Figure 4: connection of magnetic inrush current with load

Figure 4 show the main circuit diagram, the primary of the transformer is connected to the point on wave switching circuit. In this circuit TRIAC is used to switching the cycle during the inrush current is drawn. The TRIAC first terminal is connected to supply side and second terminal is connected to the load side. The gate terminal of the TRIAC is connected to the optocoupler. The input of the optocoupler is the output of the peak detector circuit. The devices are used in each phase for controlling the magnetic inrush current.

The peak detector detect the first peak value and send the these signal to the optocoupler. The TRIAC fires to control the phase angle in between 0 to 90 degree. After closing the cycle the relay is operate to trip the circuit. The magnetic inrush current is reduce 2 to 3 times which is before 6 to 7 times full load current. This occur due to magnetic circuit current lags by an angle.
4. Conclusions

This paper discusses the reduction of magnetic inrush current using a point on wave switching method. The magnetic inrush current is reduced by controlling the delay angle of the thyristor. The system performance is improved, and saturation on the system is also reduced.
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